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Abstract - This theory is purely based on logic; built upon 

various facts, proved already by the scientific fraternity.  

The static, motionless position of the earth and the 

various developments on the earth's atmosphere that had 

lead to the creation of life-form; have all been established 

beyond doubt.  

Nearly 2 years after forwarding of this theory to certain 

academies, research centers, 

 Individuals and Universities; Dr. Sankar Chatterjee, 

paleontologist of Texas Tech University, suggested 

through his research work, that "life may have rained 

from the skies"; which is nothing but a strong 

endorsement of my theory.  

The Geo-centric theory is established with a little 

modification; the gradual developments occurred on the 

atmosphere, that lead to the creation of life, have all been 

formulated totally on the basis of pure logical arguments; 

and now presented to the scientific world for due cross 

examination and recognition.  

As this theory is a diagonally-opposite-angle of 

approach; one may find it difficult to understand 

initially. But repeated reading of this theory may help to 

catch its life-line. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

‘Know about one link, one loop of a chain thoroughly. 

You have known the entire chain’ – Swami 

Vivekananda. 

These magnetic, golden, roaring simple words with an 

ocean of meaning echoed in my mind, after I had read 

a work of the Swamiji. Following the guidelines of this 

brave monk, this Universal guru; upon deep, intensive 

observation and contemplation of various activities 

going on around me, I was blessed to grasp certain 

links and loops, that had gone a long way in explaining 

the chain of various activities going on in this 

Universe; and the outcome of that logical process is 

this theory. What a great Master, the Swamiji is? 

There exist many, particularly seven, theories about 

creation of life-form on the Earth. But none of them, 

as such, could explain the whole process of creation; 

each one playing its own music and so, the harmony is 

lost. 

To understand the creation of life on the Earth, it is 

imperative, first and foremost, to have a thorough 

knowledge about Astronomy as a thorough knowledge 

about the milk makes it easier to understand the curd.  

It is an unsolved puzzle, so far; whether the egg came 

first, or the hen came first. Because, to lay an egg, the 

hen is a must; and to become a hen, the egg is a must; 

which implies that the form, the material of creation is 

something, somewhere hiding in between the egg and 

the hen. And what is that? 

This theory of mine not only explains the process of 

creation of life-form on the Earth but also offers 

decisive solutions as well, in the fields of Astronomy 

and Geology; all put together in a nutshell and 

presented in the most simple form as ‘Truth is always 

simple’. 

 

The System of the Universe: 

After the Big Bang, when the Universe was formed 

with stars of various sizes, thrown away to various 

distances, in all the directions; a Universal axis was 

also formed in between the Northern and the Southern 

extremities of the Universe. 

Around the center of this Universal axis, all stars 

started revolving with a globe-like formation, @ 

361º/day from East to West, each star’s orbit being 

decided by its own mass. It is here to be noted that a 

star consists of a group of its own planets, asteroids, 

meteors and all, revolving around it. The Sun is the 

tiniest star, and so is nearest to the Universal axis, 

revolving around the center of this Universal axis 

@360º/day from East to West. 

Around this Sun are, including the Earth, nine planets; 

revolving at different speeds, at different distances; 

each planet rotating on its own axis at different speed, 

with the luggage of moons, asteroids, meteors and all.  

 

If the Earth were to move: 

It is believed that the Earth rotates on its own axis from 

West to East @ 0.465 Km/Sec; and also revolves 
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around the Sun, together with the Moon, @ 29.8 

Km/Sec. 

As no object remains Static in the Universe, lest it 

vanishes, the theory goes like this. 

The Sun rotates on its own axis @ 1.9 Km/Sec and also 

revolves around a bigger Sun, say a Little Star, along 

with nine planets, their Moons, all the meteors, 

asteroids and what not, @ 220 Km/Sec. 

That Little Star, in turn, rotates on its own axis, say @ 

80 Km/Sec and also revolves around a Mega Star, say 

@ 6000 Km/Sec. 

That Mega Star @ 7000 Km/Sec, a Supreme Star @ 

93,000 Km/Sec. 

That Supreme Star @ 48,000 Km/Sec, a Super Star @ 

3,98,000 Km/Sec. 

That Super Star @ 2,40,000 Km/Sec, an Ultimate Star 

@ 7,90,00,000 Km/Sec…. and so on. 

In all these CHAIN of activities going on in this 

Universe, the Earth is also involved. There should, 

then, be 1001 forces, acting upon the Earth and on the 

Air.  

Because, apart from rotating on its own axis @ 0.465 

Km/Sec, the Earth revolves  

around the Sun, @ 29.8 Km/Sec, along with the Moon.  

around the Little Star @ 220 Km/Sec, along with the 

Sun.  

around the Mega Star @ 6000 Km/Sec, along with the 

Little Star.  

around the Supreme Star @ 93,000 Km/Sec, along 

with the Mega Star.  

around the Super Star @ 3,98,000 Km/Sec, along with 

the Supreme Star.  

around the Ultimate Star @ 7,90,00,000 Km/Sec, 

along with the Super Star.  

and so, on as illustrated in the following diagram. 

 
Wow..! What a speed and what a non-stop travel for 

the Earth; exceeding the speed of Light, the fastest 

travel known to me, by leaps and bounds. 

Now coming..! 

Under these hectic, unimaginable traveling of the 

Earth, can the Air be Still, Static on the Earth?  

If it is argued, presumed that, the Air around the Earth 

also travels along with the Earth, at the same speed of 

the Earth, creating a Stillness of the Air, thus 

preventing us from detecting any movement of the 

Earth; I still, am left on hand, with 1001 aberrations, 

anomalies to be explained.  

The very concept of the Earth having movements is 

wrong..! 

 

The Earth becomes the Centre of The Universe: 

The Sun, before settling down on its present orbit 

around the center of this Universal axis, oscillated for 

some time, one time coming a little closer to and the 

other time moving a little away from the Universal 

axis. During one such oscillation of the Sun, the Earth 

got chanced to enter into the Universal axis, got 

pushed-in straight to the center and then got tightly 

arrested, held-up by the force running through that 

Universal axis, what we term as Magnetic force. This 

magnetic force compresses the Air around the Earth 

and also the Earth’s surface, to the center of the Earth; 

at this stage, we name this magnetic force as 

Gravitational force. It is not that the Earth is pulling 

everything towards its center; it is this magnetic force 

prevailing in the Universal axis that is pushing 

everything towards the center of the Earth, thus 

keeping the Earth intact.  

 

The Earth becomes Immovable: 

So, after some vibrations and oscillations inside the 

Universal axis, the Earth gradually lost its rotations 

and revolutions, came to a halt, became static, 

motionless, totally under the influence, control of the 

magnetic field. After this stage only, creation of life 

was possible on the Earth. 

This being the fact, it can easily be ruled out that there 

exists possibility for life in other planets of the Sun; 

or, for this purpose, any other planet of any of the stars, 

because ‘A rolling stone gathers no mass’. It will be a 

few million billion years between the Big Bang and 

the creation of life on the Earth. 

But for this compression of Air by the magnetic field 

towards the center of the Earth, the vacuum around the 

Earth would have sucked out the Air and Water long 

time back, making the Earth a dead planet; leave alone 

the blowing out of the Earth to dust by the vacuum. 
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That is why my assertion, that the Earth is at the 

‘center’ of the Universal axis, that too on the ‘axis’ of 

the Universal axis, kept static, motionless by the 

magnetic field, very safely. 

The question of ‘Infinity’ does not arise at all here 

because, the more the Universe is extended to Infinity, 

the more the Universal axis is also extended to Infinity, 

the Earth in any case is remaining at the center of the 

Universal axis and so, at the center of the Universe. If 

the Earth were to have unbelievable, breath-taking, 

terrific rotations and revolutions, can the ozone layer 

of 3 mm thinness enveloping the Earth, ever withstand 

the journey? Can the same constellations of stars 

appear at a regular interval of 365 days? 

 

The Earth’s Leap Year: 

It is believed that the Earth over-rotates on its own axis 

by 6 hours/year. That means, this 2012 being a Leap 

year, for me, after 1 year, 6:00 AM will be a noon, 12 

NOON will be a Sunset, 6:00 PM will be a mid-night 

and 12 MID-NIGHT will be a Sunrise. That means, 

today being 08/01/2012, on 08/01/2014, for me, 6:00 

AM will be a Sunset, 12 NOON will be a mid-night, 

6:00 PM will be a Sunrise and 12 MID-NIGHT will be 

a noon. And, on 08/01/2016, the Earth having 

completed one full over-rotation on its own axis, for 

me, 6:00 AM will be, as usual, a Sunrise, 12 NOON 

will be a noon, 6:00 PM will be a Sunset and 12 MID-

NIGHT will be a mid-night; and so, I add a day to 

February 2016, being a Leap year. Right! But what do 

I see in reality? For the past 55 years I am witnessing 

Sunrise at 6:00 AM only; Sunset at 6:00 PM only, no 

variations! 

 

The Geocentric theory – Perfected: 

On top of this, if the Earth’s travel along with the Sun 

@ 220km/sec is given importance; it will not be the 

repetition of the same constellations of stars every 

year. The constellations should vary, if not every year, 

at least during a span of, say 300 years. But we have 

been witnessing the repetition of the same 

constellations of stars every year, from the time 

Astronomy and Astrology were formulated; and only 

based on their definite-repetitions and also the regular 

repetition of the sun and moon; the solar and lunar 

eclipses, to take place, even after 100 years, have all 

been predicted this day itself. Thus far, the Geocentric 

Astronomical theory is made perfect, with my addition 

of a Universal axis. 

This being the macro theory of mine on Astronomy to 

substantiate that the Earth is static, motionless; the 

micro theory follows to endorse the same fact. 

 

Flying along the Longitude: 

Suppose I travel by an aero plane, from A to B, in 2 

1/2 hrs., from South to North, @ 1200 Kmph, 3000 

kms. During the entire journey, my compass shows 

North; my speedometer shows 1200 kmph; and my 

fuel meter shows consumption for 3000 kms.              

 
As per the most popular heliocentric astronomical 

theory, by the time I travel from A for 2 1/2 hrs. , B 

should have moved to B1, roughly 4000 kms; as also 

A to A1; in which case, I had travelled from A, in 2 

1/2 hrs, in the North-East direction, @ 2000 kmph, 

5000 kms, to reach B1. Also, as my compass shows 

only North, I had flown sideways from A to B1. 

Moreover, if I could station my plane at an altitude, 

above A, facing North, for 2 1/2 hrs  I still travel 4000 

kms  in the East, sideways from A to A1. as shown in 

the diagram.                                                                                        

 

But the aeronautical science is yet to develop a plane, 

flying sideways at such a speed. 

 

Therefore, with reference to my flight from A to B, in 

the absence of my compass showing North-East; in the 

absence of my speedometer showing 2000 kmph; and 

in the absence of my fuel meter showing consumption 

for 5000 kms, I am to conclude that A and B are static. 

That is, the Earth is static, motionless. 

 

The Air Movement: 

It is believed that the Earth rotates on its own axis, 

from West to East @ 0.465 km/sec i.e. @1674 kmph. 

When a typhoon of 90 kmph velocity, destroys and 

devastates a region; how come the Earth is unaffected 

by the stationary Air, while rotating against it @ 1674 

kmph from West to East, which is equal to a typhoon 
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of 1674 kmph magnitude from East to West? Or, does 

the Air also move @ 1674 kmph along with the Earth 

from West to East, so as to create a stillness of Air, 

thereby preventing us from detecting any movement 

of the Earth? No, the air does not. 

So the stillness of Air around me suggests that the 

Earth is static; with Air movements caused, only by 

the warmth of the Sun, varying from a tender, soothing 

breeze to disastrous typhoons, tornados, cyclones and 

storms. No other forces, due to the ‘once a day 

rotation’ and ‘throughout the Universe revolutions’ of 

the Earth, are acting upon the Air; which ultimately 

points out that the Earth is static, motionless. 

 

Clearing off the clouds with the clouds: 

On a partially cloudy, rainy day, I could see some three 

layers of Clouds. 

One smoky layer, the top-most, spread across, over a 

vast area, staying there for hours together, without any 

movement. 

The second layer, partially thick, below that smoky 

layer, moving from North to South, at a very slow 

pace. 

And the third bottom-most layer, dark, thick, rain-

hanging; moving from East to West at a greater speed, 

as if rushing-down to douse a forest-fire. 

And, do all these three layers exist, with different 

movements at different altitudes, in different 

directions, yet well-maintaining their shape and size, 

amidst the Air @ 1674 kmph velocity, from West to 

East, along with the Earth? 

 

The flight of a Helicopter in the sky: 

Suppose I station my helicopter at an altitude, facing 

West, do I still travel @ 1674 kmph reversely from 

West to East, along with the Earth and Air? 

Or, if I station it at an altitude facing East, do I still 

travel @ 1674 kmph forwardly from West to East, 

along with the Earth and Air? 

Or, if I station it at an altitude facing South or North, 

do I still travel @ 1674 kmph sideways from West to 

East, along with the Earth and Air? 

Or, if I travel by it from East to West @ 300 kmph, do 

I actually travel @ 1374 kmph reversely, along with 

the Earth and Air? 

Or, if I travel by it from West to East @ 300 kmph, do 

I actually travel @ 1974 kmph forwardly, along with 

the Earth and Air? 

I am confident that such an helicopter is yet to be 

modeled.  

Numerous examples on this line can be put forth, to 

demonstrate that the Air around the Earth does not 

move from West to East @ 1674 kmph. 

In which case, the Earth also does not rotate on its own 

axis from West to East @1674 kmph.  

 

The Earth is motionless, static, still. 

Hence, it is deduced that- 

The Earth is static, motionless; at the center of the 

Universe. 

The Stars revolve around the Earth…… @ 361° per 

day from East to West. 

The Sun revolves around the Earth……. @ 360° per 

day from East to West. 

The Moon revolves around the Earth…. @ 348° per 

day from East to West. 

 

The Diversity of Creation: 

Now comes the most-interesting part of my concept; 

Astronomy, geology and biology amalgamated 

together. Creation of life on the Earth! 

It is not that the amoeba or the microorganism or the 

single simple cell was first created and then it has 

evolved into various living-beings, finally to man; not 

that the amoeba or the microorganism or the single 

simple cell has evolved into a massive, huge banyan 

tree or something like that. 

There are some unique creatures belonging to a 

particular region; some unique plants belonging to a 

particular region. 

My peacock is to be found only in a few more 

countries but not anywhere else on the Earth! 

My elephant is to be found only in a few more regions 

but not anywhere else on the Earth! 

My penguin and polar-bear are to be found only on the 

Polar Regions but not anywhere else on the Earth! 

My kangaroo is to be found only in Australia and in a 

few more places but not anywhere else on the Earth! 

Even the same creature found in different regions of 

the Earth, varies in color, size, style of living etc ! 

The human-races found in different countries and 

continents of the Earth also differ in many aspects like 

height, colour, habit, language, facial features, hair-set 

etc. 

Certain creatures, like man, dog, cat, cow, bull, 

buffalo, monkey; certain birds and certain plants, are 
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found throughout the Earth; in all the continents. But 

they too, in some aspects, vary from place to place. 

 

The fish, crab, turtle, shark, whale of one water-body 

differ from the other, in many aspects. 

How are we to account for this diversity? 

What logic do we have to explain this phenomenon? 

 

The Earth becomes transformed to sustain Life: 

As had been established by me previously, the Earth 

remains at the centre of the Universe; static, 

motionless, still and steady. 

But the Sun continued oscillating to and fro on its 

orbit; onetime coming a little closer to and the other 

time moving a little away from the centre of the 

Universe, i.e from the Earth. 

This oscillation of the Sun made the Earth remain 

molten-hot for some time, when the Sun was nearer; 

frozen-cold for some time, when the Sun was farther. 

During the molten-state of the Earth, various gases and 

dust particles of various elements were thrown 

throughout the sky; during the frozen-state, those 

gases and dust particles of various elements condensed 

and came back to the Earth. 

This see-saw process of the Earth was going on for a 

few million billion years until the Sun settled down on 

its present orbit; of course, even now with slight, 

rhythmic but negligible oscillations, to-and-fro the 

Earth. 

During the final stage of settling down of the Sun on 

its present orbit, the Sun was so accurately placed from 

the Earth that the heavy dust particles of various 

elements and gases condensed and showered down on 

the Earth, leaving behind the fine dust particles of 

various elements and gases to loiter in the sky. 

Those condensed heavy dust particles formed the crust 

of the Earth, enveloping the molten core of the Earth; 

while those condensed gases became a liquid; 

deluging, immersing, submerging the Earth totally. 

Those fine dust particles of various elements and gases 

were still loitering in the sky. 

After this stage, due to the warmth of the Sun, 

evaporation and condensation of the liquid 

surrounding, immersing the entire Earth, took place 

for some millions of years. 

We name those condensed heavy dust particles as 

Sodium, Potassium, Magnesium, Iron, etc; those 

condensed gases as Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen etc..; 

that evaporated and condensed liquid as Water. 

At a later stage, due to the exact, apt positioning of the 

Sun as well as the gradual formation of ozone layer 

around the Earth, a major quantity of water got frozen 

over the Polar Regions as iceberg. 

Hence, due to the recession of water level over the 

Earth’s surface, continents were formed, with various 

seas, lakes, ponds, rivers, and other waterbodies. 

Only at this crucial, critical juncture, creation of life 

on the Earth could have been possible. Life would not 

have been created on the Earth, if the Earth were in 

either molten-hot or frozen-cold state. 

Now comes the most vital activity of creation of life, 

as the Earth is set conducive, favorable to nurture life. 

The water vapor, fine dust particles of various 

elements and gases were still loitering in the sky.  

 

Life is created, at last: 

During a massive stroke of a particular type of Global 

Lightning, a meager quantity of the water vapor, the 

fine dust particles of various elements and gases, got 

amalgamated; a fusion took place; the sperm, ovum, 

pollen and Ovule were formed; finally, fertilization 

and pollination of all creatures right from the bacteria, 

amoeba, virus to human beings, animals, birds, 

aquatics, plants took place in the sky due to 

permutation and combination. 

Even the gender of the fertilized fetus, embryo had 

been determined in the sky itself, by virtue of 

chromosome combinations. 

After this stage, all those fertilized and pollinated 

particles rained down over the entire surface of the 

Earth; over the seas, over the mountains, over the hills, 

over the lakes, over the ponds, over the rivers, over the 

plains, over the plateaus, over the deserts, over the 

polar regions; anywhere and everywhere, leaving 

behind the remaining water vapor in the sky to form 

clouds. 

If all the iceberg in the polar regions were to melt-

down at a time, the Earth would again be deluged, 

immersed completely by water, leaving behind no 

room for any creatures to exist; except, of course, the 

aquatics. 

The fertilized and pollinated particles of all creatures 

and plants thus rained down, were supported by the 

saline water on the Earth, acting like a womb; enabling 

the various creatures and plants to mature to their full 

form, throughout the Earth; thereby completing the 

creation of life on the Earth. After this date, 

reproduction continues till date. 
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Now comes the theory of “Survival of the fittest”. 

Those living beings which could adapt to the 

environment of that particular region, particular 

continent, survived; while those that could not, 

perished. 

Even though the genes/DNA of a particular living-

being were the same during creation, they underwent 

mutations due to the changes in environment, climate, 

food-habit and other factors of that region, though 

their basic structure remains the same. 

 

Creation of Life, once only, totally: 

It is not that various creatures and plants were created 

at different periods of time. All were created at the 

same time, at a stroke of a global Lightning. That is 

why the common features of a pair of eyes, a pair of 

nostrils, a mouth with teeth and tongue, a pair of ears, 

a pair of hands or wings or fins, a pair of legs, a 

reproductive organ, an excreting organ; a chest cage 

encompassing a heart, a pair of lungs, a length of 

intestine, a liver, a spleen; and red blood are found in 

all the creatures; animals, human beings, birds and the 

aquatics. The story is the same with plant-kingdom 

also. Of course, there are some exceptions. 

It may be quite easier for me to streamline the process 

of creation of life on the Earth. But even a negligible 

mistake, minute flaw in this process, to the tune of, 

say, 0.0000000000000001% would have resulted in 

no creation at all. So accurate was the mastermind of 

mother-nature. All these were possible only because of 

the Earth’s static, motionless positioning, at the center 

of the Universe. Otherwise, the Earth also would have 

been a dead planet, straying like any other heavenly 

body in the galaxy; and we would not have been 

created at all, to witness all these miracles. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Through observation of various activities taking place 

both on the earth and in the sky, it has been proved 

beyond doubt that the earth is remaining static at the 

centre of the universe.  

Based on this fact, creation of life on the earth is 

derived purely on logical grounds, without 

contradicting any of the already known scientific 

general discoveries. 

 

 


